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1. One score for each qurestions from ”a” to “l”

a. Origin of river Ganga?
    (Manasarovar, Chem – Yung – dung, Gaumukh)

b. “ Man is born free , but every where he is in chains” whose statement is this?
(Voltaire , Rousseau, Montesquieu)

c. Apparent position of the sun is above the tropic of Capricorn on  22 December. 
That day is called .............................
(Summer  Solstice, Winter Solstice, Equinox )

d. Which of the following education commission of India included the recomendation
for a standardization of educational system?
( Dr. D.S Kothari Commission, Dr. Radhakrishnan  Commission,                             
Dr. Lakshmana Swami Commission)

e. Which land form in India is known as the land of Minerals?
(Northern Plains, Peninsular Plateau, Northern Mountain Ranges )

f. Which was the first popular movement in India under the leadership of Gandhiji?
(Champaran Struggle, Non co-operation movement , Khilafat Movement)

g. Which of the following is not a qualitative feature of Human Resource?
(Birth Rate, Litteracy Rate, Life expectancy )

h. Who appoints the Chair man and the members of UPSC Commission ?
(Governor, Prime Minister, President)

i.  Find out the statement related to Greenwich Line?
a.   1800 longitude
b.   There is a difference of 24 hrs on either  side of this line of longitude.
c.    It is based on this longitude that the time is calculated. 
d.    Drawn deviated to avoid the land areas.

j.        Which session of the Congress declared that Poorna swaraj is the ultimate aim of 
Indian freedom struggle?

          (Gujarath, Lahore, Delhi)

k.      The slogan “women empowering is empowering of India is related to ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..
         (Mudra Bank, Development Bank, Mahila Bank) 



l.       Which department ensure the consumer the weight and measures standards?
(Food safety Department, Legal Mettrology Department, Drugs Control 
Department)

From 2 to 25 each question carries  score 3

2. What is parallelism of axis ?

3. Write any three Mercantilist Laws implimented by Britain in the American Colonies?

4. What are the features of Eastern Coastal plains?

5. Write any three features of Indias Foreign policy?

6. Explain how the education helps the development of Human Resource?

7. Write the importants of Public Administration ?

8. Which are the Early strugggles  that Gandhiji led in India?

9. Write one characteristic each for the Himadri , Himachal and Siwalik which are included 
in the Northern Mountain Regions ?

10. What are the features of the season Autum?

11. Explain the results of Russian Revolution?

12. Write any three achievements of  Independent India in the field of Science and 
Technology ?

13. Examine the reasons why Gandhiji selected Salt as a  powerful weapon against the 
British?

14. Which are the various institution operate to ensure the availability of health care facilities
under the government?

15. Explain how the problem of integration of princely states solved?

16. What are the uses of Toposheet ?

17. What are the functions of Researve Bank. Write any three?

18. What are the features of the Permanent settlement  Revenue system?

19. What are the different levels of Hunman Resource ?

20. List out the reasons for the decline of the textile industry of India during British Period

21. How does family influence in the formation of civic consciousness?



22. Write the Geographical features suitable for wheat cultivation?

23. Explain the features sovereignty ? What are two dimensions of sovereignty ?

24. What are the features of Fixed Deposit?

25. What was the role of Subash Chandra Boss in Indian freedom struggle?

Questions from 26 – 38 carries 4 marks for each

26. Write the features of the following days
March – 21
June – 21
September - 23 
December – 22

27. How does the healthy individuals participate in the development of a Nation ?

28. Explain the features of Bureaucracy ?

29. What is Local Time ?

30. What is the Greenwich Mean Time when the Indian Standard Time is 2pm on Sunday?

31. Name the Leaders who signed The Panchasheel Principles? Write any three provisions of
Panchasheel?

32. Evaluate how the French Revolution influenced the later history of the world?

33. Along with Non – cooperation , constuctive programmes were also given importance. 
Elucidate

34. Arrange the following in Chronological Order.
Second Continental  Congress
Paris Treaty 
First Continental  Congress
Declaration of Independence 

35. Expalin the features of Peninsular Plateau ?

36. Label the following geographical features in the given map.

a. Patkibum hills 
b. Kuchch Peninsula 
c. Narmada 
d. Konkan Coast



37. Compare the features of Geostationary and Sun synchronous satellites

38. Mach the following

A B

Adolf Hitler World War 1

Treaty of Versailles Gestapo

Disintegration of the Soviet Union Italy

Benito Mussolini Mikhail Gorbachev 

Answer any two from the following questions. Each questions carries 6 Marks.
 
39. Explain Russian Revolution.

Hints
Reasons 
February Revolution
October Revolution

40. What is E-governance ? How this helpful to the public?

41. Explain Global Pressure belt ?  Which pressure belt also known as Doldrums. Why?

42. Explain the influence of Northern Mountains in the Climate and Human life of India?

..............................................................


